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Matthew Dumba 
 
Team: Calgary Bronks (AMBHL) 
Position: Defence 
Shoots: Right 
Height: 5’11 
Weight: 165lbs 
DOB: July 25, 1994 
Draft Status: 4th overall (Red Deer Rebels) 
Times Viewed: 10 
2009 Stats: 33GP  20G**  18A  38pts**  96PIM* 
 
Matthew Dumba is a very well rounded hockey player.  He possesses all of the 
attributes a player needs.  Matthew is a leader on the ice and is noticeably respected by 
his teammates.  One aspect of his leadership is in his communication.  Matthew is 
constantly communicating with his team while on the ice.  Matthew is a very smooth, 
fast and efficient skater, his feet never stop moving.  His skating ability leads to Matthew 
being able to be very aggressive on offense and still be in the right position defensively.  
In his own zone Mathew is very responsible, and always in the right position as he 
reads the play exceptionally well.  He uses his body very well in front of the net and 
along the boards in the defensive zone.   Matthew also plays a very physical game, 
however he doesn’t compromise the play just to make a hit, he sees the play that 
should be made and makes it.  When Matthew is on the ice he goes 100% all of the 
time, never giving up on the play.  Offensively Matthew is just as good, if not better than 
he is defensively.  He has a hard and accurate shot that he gets through to the net 
consistently.   He also has the ability to disguise a perfectly placed pass as a shot on 
net.  Matthew’s puck control is top notch, he’s able to beat players one on one and 
drives the net like a power forward.  The biggest thing about Matthew’s game is that he 
makes very few mistakes, and the few mistakes he does make, he’s able to recover 
from by using his hockey sense.  
 
*League Leader  
**League Leader – Defence 
 


